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QUESTION: 70 
You have defined two expenditure types but they are not available for selection when you 
enter an expenditure batch. Identify the reason for this problem. (Choose the best 
answer.) 

A. The two expenditure types are not assigned to the reference data set that is assigned to 
the project unit in which the transaction is performed. 
B. The two expenditure types are not assigned to the reference data set that is assigned to 
the project-owning organization in which the transaction is performed. 
C. The two expenditure types are not assigned to the reference data set that is assigned to 
the project expenditure organization in which the transaction is performed. 
D. The two expenditure types are not assigned to the reference data set that is assigned to 
the business unit in which the transaction is performed. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 71 
As you go through the first-quarter close for your customer, you notice that the burden 
amounts calculated do not seem to be right. Based on the calculations, you notice that the 
amounts calculated are not considering the burden schedule override at a task level, 
which was done during the second month of the quarter. Identify the reason for this 
problem. (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Only new expenditure items charged to the task use the new burden schedule; 
expenditure items processed earlier cannot be reprocessed. 
B. Only new expenditure items charged to the task use the new burden schedule; 
expenditure items processed earlier can be manually marked for reprocessing. 
C. You can enable automatic reprocessing of expenditure items processed before the 
burden schedule change. 
D. All expenditure items charged to the task use the new burden schedule.  

Answer: B 



QUESTION: 72 
You are managing a project based on a Waterfall model. You define a project and a 
project plan in Oracle Project Portfolio Management with tasks and subtasks applicable 
to each of the phases of the project: Initiation, Discovery, Design, Build, Test, and 
Deploy. As a project manager, you want to define deliverables for your project 
requirements that are elucidated during the Discovery phase of your project. You now 
want to understand how the inheritance between requirements, tasks, and deliverables 
works. Identify the two correct statements in this respect. (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. A deliverable associated with a requirement is automatically associated with the tasks 
created for that requirement. 
B. The association of a deliverable with a task is dependent on associating a requirement 
with a task. 
C. A deliverable associated with a requirement is not automatically associated with the 
tasks created for that requirement. 
D. You associate a deliverable with a task independent of associating a requirement with 
a task.  
 
 
Answer: B, D 
 
 
QUESTION: 73 
Your administrator creates maintenance conditions on the Maintain Project Enterprise 
Labor Resources page. An HCM person is included in a condition with a process order 
value of 1 and, additionally, there are three other conditions, all with a process order 
value of 10. Identify two correct statements about the Maintain Project Enterprise Labor 
Resources process as it relates to process order values. (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. The process creates a resource by using the conditions with a process order value of 
10, but does not create more than one resource for the same person even if subsequent 
conditions apply to the person. 
B. For the three conditions that have the same process order value of 10, the records are 
processed in ascending alphabetic order based on the condition name. 
C. For the three conditions that have the same process order value of 10, the records are 
processed in ascending numeric order based on the condition name. 
D. The process creates a resource by using the condition with a process order value of 1, 
but does not create more than one resource for the same person even if subsequent 
conditions apply to the person. 
 
 
Answer: A, B 
 
 



QUESTION: 74 
Your customer wants to perform billing based on the Percent Spent invoice method. 
Identify two setups that are required in project contracts for calculating invoice amounts 
as per their requirement. (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. billing events 
B. bill plan 
C. expenditure items 
D. billing controls 
E. invoice method  
 
 
Answer: D, E 
 
 
QUESTION: 75 
You create a contract with two contract lines: Line 1 and Line 2. You create separate bill 
plans: A for contract Line 1 and B contract for Line 2, with a different bill set number (11 
for Bill Plan A and 22 for Bill Plan B). Then Bill Plan A is allocated against Project X – 
Task 10, and Bill Plan B is allocated against Project Y – Task 30. Based on the preceding 
setup, you are generating invoices. Identify two correct statements about invoice 
generation in this scenario. (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. Both the contract lines create only a single invoice because they are using the same 
contract. 
B. Two invoices are created using the same contract. 
C. Bill set number drives the grouping of transactions. 
D. Invoice generation does not depend on bill plan. The invoices are created based on the 
contract line. 
 
 
Answer: B, D 
 
 
QUESTION: 76 
After completing setups in a source environment, your customer wants to move the setup 
data to a target environment. Identify the two statements related to task list scope, which 
you must consider before taking a decision based on the customer requirement. (Choose 
two.) 
 
 
A. Exported setup data can be filtered by specific scope values if the business object has 
scope enabled for the setup data export. 
B. Exported setup data cannot be filtered by specific scope values if the business object 



has scope enabled for the setup data export. 
C. A scope value is used to assign users who can perform a task within an 
implementation project. 
D. A task list can be segmented by a scope value and a task can be performed for each 
qualifying value of the selected object. 
 
 
Answer: A, D 
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